Silent Power Weeklong Intensive

8-Day Intensive Toltec Life-Changing Recapitulation
Summer - Salt Spring Island, BC

Stop the Ego Mind Impact
Eliminate the Repetitive Memory Strands
Stop Future Predictive Thinking
Free the Thinking Processes of the Brain
Reclaim your Power and Energy from the Past
Learn the Purpose of Internal Dialogue

Heal and Reconcile the Ego
Erase Personal History
Reconcile and Heal the Past
Meet the Power of your Transcended Ego
Develop Mindful Discipline
Discover how to do Continuous Recapitulation

Recapitulation

Recapitulation is the technique of careful examination of the past, reconciling the cause of internal dialogue
and unhooking yourself from memory tapes thus freeing the mind from pre-thought thoughts.
Recapitulation combines the powerful techniques of Breath, Attention, Awareness, and Intent through ceremony. The outcome is erasing your Personal History and Future Predictive Behaviors. Personal power is
realized through living in the present reality with full engagement and feeling.
The Recapitulation process is five ceremonial experiences combining different types of recapitulation, each
unique in its intent and purpose. The internal dialogue is anchored in the brain and body in many different
ways through images, stories, traumas, major life decisions, survival, the five senses, enculturation, religion,
relationship, sexuality, even past life issues, etc.

Brain and Body Process

The brain and body have an amazing capacity for storing memory. These memories are stored according to
your interpretation of whether the value of an event was positive, negative, or neutral. They are also stored
in ways that depend on the nature of the event, the neurotransmitters released at the time, and the relationship that event has to other life events from your past. Memories, assessed by the brain as being similar in
content, value, or interpretation are stored together as ‘memory strands’ regardless of how dissimilar they
may seem to be. Some of those memory strands are related to past situations you perceived as threatening
to your survival. In those situations, the danger will have triggered an immediate reaction of fight, flight, or
freeze before the higher centers of the brain could make a thoughtful analysis of the situation. This is a
built-in mechanism that has enabled human beings to survive. When something happens in the present that
evokes those ‘memory strands’ of past dangers, the brain will immediately go into the same fight or flight
response even though the present situation may contain no danger at all.
Many perceived ‘survival’ situations are actually normal everyday challenges. However, the brain perceives
them from a past survival mentality and that mistaken interpretation often results in unconscious decision-making. The conscious process of Recapitulation enables you to gain awareness of your survival
mechanisms and disengage from the resulting harmful and unproductive thoughts.

Preparation for Recapitulation

There is preparation necessary for participation in the Silent Power Recapitulation Program. A list of items
needed, will be send once you are registered in the program.

Registration

For more info and to register please email ISM at info@shamanicmedicine.ca

